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Abstract
Over the last few years it became clear that turbulent magnetic reconnection and magnetized turbu-
lence are inseparable. It was not only shown that reconnection is responsible for violating the frozen-in
condition in turbulence, but also that stochastic reconnection in 3D generates turbulence by itself.
The actual mechanism responsible for this driving is still unknown. Processes such turbulent tearing
mode or Kelvin–Helmholtz, among other plasma instabilities, could generate turbulence from irregular
current sheets. We address the nature of driving mechanism for this process and consider a relative
role of tearing and Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities for the process of turbulence generation. In par-
ticular, we analyze the conditions for development of these two instabilities within three-dimensional
reconnection regions. We show that both instabilities can excite turbulence fluctuations in reconnec-
tion regions. However, tearing mode has relatively slow growth rate, and at later times it becomes
partially suppressed by transverse to the current sheet component of magnetic field, generated during
the growth of turbulent fluctuations. On the contrary, the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability establishes
quickly in the outflow region, and at later times it dominates the turbulence generation comparing to
the contribution from tearing mode. Our results demonstrate that the tearing instability is subdomi-
nant compared to the the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in terms of generation of turbulence in the 3D
reconnection layers and therefore the self-driven reconnection is turbulent reconnection with tearing
instability being important only at the initial stage of the reconnection.
Keywords: magnetic reconnection — turbulence — magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) — meth-
ods:numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental problem es-
sential for understanding the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) flows. Within such flows magnetic flux tubes
Corresponding author: Grzegorz Kowal
grzegorz.kowal@usp.br
cross each other and therefore the properties of the flow
depend on whether the tubes can or cannot cross each
other.
The answer that follows from the Sweet–Parker the-
ory of magnetic reconnection (Parker 1957; Sweet 1958)
is that in typical astrophysical situations the magnetic
flux tubes cannot reconnect and change the magnetic
field topology. Indeed, the Sweet-Parker reconnection
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rate is Vrec,SP ≈ VAS1/2  VA with S = LVA/η being
the Lundquist number, where L is a scale of the recon-
necting flux tube and VA is the Alfve´n speed. Given the
large scales of magnetic fields involved in astrophysical
flows and the highly conductive nature of astrophysi-
cal plasmas, it is obvious that S is so large that the
rates predicted by the Sweet–Parker mechanism are ab-
solutely negligible. This, however, is in gross contra-
diction with observational data, e.g., the data on Solar
flares. The Sweet–Parker reconnection is an example of
a slow reconnection, while one requires much faster re-
connection to explain observations. Formally, the fast
reconnection is the reconnection that does not depend
on S or, if depends, depends on it logarithmically.
For years the fast reconnection research was focused
on the X-point reconnection, i.e. the reconnection at
which magnetic field is brought at a sharp angle in the
reconnection zone. This is opposed to the Sweet-Parker
reconnection which is an example of the Y-point re-
connection. The X-point reconnection was proposed by
Petschek (1964) and required that the inflow and out-
flow of the matter into reconnection zone are compara-
ble. Indeed, the slow rate of reconnection with Y-point
can be viewed as a direct consequence of the disparity of
the scale of astrophysical inflow of the fluid and the scale
of outflow determined by microphysics, i.e., the resistiv-
ity or plasma effects, the latter, however, challenged by
Lazarian & Vishniac (1999, henceforth LV99).
The most significant point of the LV99 theory was that
in the presence of the 3D turbulence, the reconnection
outflow is determined by the magnetic field wandering
and the width of the outflow is the function of turbu-
lence intensity rather than the resistivity of plasma ef-
fects1. The predicted by the LV99 theory dependence of
the reconnection rate on the level of turbulence was suc-
cessfully tested in the numerical studies of Kowal et al.
(2009, 2012). More recently, these predictions received
an additional support from relativistic MHD simulations
by Takamoto et al. (2015). The most important con-
sequence of the LV99 theory, contrary to all the pre-
vious theories of fast reconnection, was the prediction
1 The LV99 proposal was radically different from earlier sug-
gestions of enhancing the reconnection rate by turbulence. For
instance, Jacobson & Moses (1984) considered effect of turbu-
lence on micro-scales by increasing Ohmic resistivity. Obviously,
this could provide the change of the Sweet-Parker rate only by
an insignificant factor. Similarly, 2D simulations of turbulence in
Matthaeus & Lamkin (1985, 1986) could not shed light on the ac-
tual 3D physics of magnetic reconnection. Indeed, the component
of magnetic field responsible for the wondering in LV99 model is
the Alfve´nic mode. This mode is absent in 2D simulations. Thus
the authors were appealing to the X-points that are produced by
turbulence.
that the reconnection does not require any special set-
tings, but happens everywhere in turbulent media. As
a result, this violates flux freezing in astrophysical flu-
ids, which are generically turbulent (Eyink 2011; Eyink
et al. 2011). This remarkable break down of the clas-
sical magnetic flux freezing (Alfve´n 1942) theorem was
numerically demonstrated in (Eyink et al. 2013)2.
Turbulence can be both externally driven, as it is tes-
tified from the observations of the ISM and molecular
clouds (see Armstrong et al. 1995; Padoan et al. 2009;
Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010; Chepurnov et al. 2015),
but it can be also driven by the reconnection process as
first discussed in LV99 and further elaborated in Lazar-
ian & Vishniac (2009). The first numerical study of
magnetic reconnection induced by turbulence that is
generated by reconnection were performed in Beresnyak
(2013) with an incompressible code, and later in Oishi
et al. (2015) and Huang & Bhattacharjee (2016) taking
into account compressibility. A detailed numerical study
of reconnection with self-generated turbulence was per-
formed in Kowal et al. (2017).
One of the most important questions of the current
research in 3D reconnection faces the nature of tur-
bulence in the reconnection events. Our earlier study
in Kowal et al. (2017) demonstrated that the turbu-
lence generated in the reconnection events follows the
Goldreich–Sridhar statistics (Goldreich & Sridhar 1995).
However, an open issue is related to the driving mecha-
nism of the observed turbulent motions. The literature
has suggested that tearing modes, plasmoid instabilities,
and shear-induced instabilities could mediate the energy
transfer from coherent to turbulent flows. The issue of
the relative importance of different driving processes has
not been explored quantitatively.
In our numerical experiments we do not identify tear-
ing modes, although filamentary plasmoid-like struc-
tures are present. Visual inspection shows, however,
that the filling factor of these is small. Sheared flows,
on the other hand, are present around and within the
whole current sheet. As the field lines reconnect, the
~v × ~B + ~E force increases, accelerating the plasma and
creating the current sheet. This process is, in three di-
mensions, patchy and bursty. Therefore, the accelerated
flows are strongly sheared. The statistical importance of
these burst flows is large, as already shown in the previ-
ous work (Kowal et al. 2017), as we compared the veloc-
ity anisotropy of reconnecting events to that of decaying
2 The violation of flux freezing in turbulent fluids entails an im-
portant effect of reconnection diffusion that has big consequences,
changing the paradigm of magnetically controlled star formation
(see Lazarian 2005; Santos-Lima et al. 2010; Lazarian et al. 2012).
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turbulence without the reversed field. Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability due to the sheared velocities in reconnecting
layers has already been conjectured as possible origin of
turbulence by Beresnyak (2013). In Kowal et al. (2017),
we provided the solid evidence for the self-generated tur-
bulence driven by the velocity shear. Here we perform a
proper analysis of the growth-rates of such instabilities.
Velocity shear is a global process that occurs in regu-
lar magnetized and unmagnetized fluids. The nonlinear
evolution of the related instabilities, such as Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability, is known to be one of the main
contributors to the energy transfer between wave modes,
i.e., the energy cascade. If the energy cascade in re-
connection layers is led by similar mechanisms, it is
straightforward to understand why the statistics ob-
served resemble those of Kolmogorov-like turbulence,
and Goldreich–Sridhar anisotropy scaling. In other
words, our claim is that the turbulent onset and cas-
cade in reconnection is not different to those found in
regular MHD and hydrodynamic systems.
In what follows we provide the analysis of Kelvin-
Helmholtz and tearing instabilities and define the condi-
tions for their suppression in §2, describe our approach
and numerical simulations in §3, compare the rates of
the two instabilities at different times in §4, discuss and
state our conclusions in §5 and §6.
2. ANALYZED INSTABILITIES
2.1. Tearing Mode Instability
In the following analysis we considered two possible in-
stabilities, namely tearing mode instability (Furth et al.
1963), which naturally develops in a thin elongated cur-
rent sheet, and Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (e.g. Chan-
drasekhar 1961), which could result from the local shear
produced by the outflows from reconnection sites. Both
instabilities are able to generate turbulence near cur-
rent sheets, however, there is no clear answer which one
is responsible for or dominates the generation of turbu-
lence from stochastic reconnection, i.e. the reconnection
without an externally imposed turbulence and resulting
from a weak initial plasma irregularities.
Following the analytic work by Furth et al. (1963),
which investigated the finite–resistivity instabilities of a
sheet pinch, we know that the tearing instability devel-
ops under condition kδ < 1, where k is the perturbation
wavelength (in the sheet plane) and δ is the current sheet
half-width (see Table 1 in Furth et al. 1963). When this
condition is satisfied, the growth rate of the instability
ωτA within one Alfve´n time τA = L/vA, where L is the
current sheet length and vA = | ~B|/√µ0ρ is the Alfve´n
speed, is given by
ωτA = p
τA
τR
=
(
2Sδ
pikδ
)2/5
S−1δ =
(
2
pi
)2/5
(kδ)
−2/5
S
−3/5
δ ,
(1)
where p = ωτR =
(
2Sδ
pikδ
)2/5
is the growth rate in terms
of the resistive time scale τR (as provided in Furth
et al. 1963), Sδ =
vAδ
η =
vAL
η
δ
L = SL
δ
L is the specific
Lundquist number related to δ. The regular Lundquist
number SL = vAL/η is typically much larger than unity,
e.g. SL ≈ 103 − 104 in numerical simulations and
SL  109 in astrophysical plasmas. Also, the current
sheet thickness is typically much smaller than its length,
i.e. Lδ  1. These conditions indicate that both, in
numerical simulations and astrophysical plasmas, tear-
ing instability shall be common. However, the tearing
instability is a subject to suppression under some cir-
cumstances, in particular in the presence of turbulence.
For instance, Somov & Verneta (1993) performed an an-
alytic derivation of the instability in the presence of the
transverse component of magnetic field, which could be
easily generated by turbulence. They have shown that
the expression for the growth rate, once the transverse
component is taken into account, changes to
(ωτA)
5
=
(
2
pi
)2
(kδ)
−2
S−3δ − ξ2Sδ (ωτA)4 , (2)
where ξ = Bn/B is the ratio of the transverse compo-
nent of magnetic field to the reconnecting one. It can be
seen from the equation above, that for ξ > S
−3/4
δ , the
tearing instability can be partially or completely stabi-
lized. Moreover, the turbulence shearing should destroy
the tearing instability, i.e., if the rate vl/l is larger than
the tearing instability rate, the instability should not
appear.
2.2. Kelvin–Helmholtz Instability
In the presence of a velocity shear, the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability can develop. Following Chan-
drasekhar (1961), we can write its growth rate for in-
compressible flow as
ωτA = 2pik
√
1
4
∆U2
v2A
− 1, (3)
where ∆U is the shear velocity, i.e. the change of veloc-
ity in its perpendicular direction, vA is the Alfve´n speed
and k is the wave number of the perturbation. Once
the compressibility is taken into account (see Miura &
Pritchett 1982), the instability condition changes to
ω2 =
(
k2x + k
2
y
)− 1
4
k2y
M2sM2A(
M2A +M2s −
4(~k· ~B)2
k2y
) , (4)
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where Ms = ∆U/a and MA = ∆U/vA are sonic and
Alfve´nic Mach numbers related to the shear strength,
respectively, a is the sound speed, and kx and ky are the
wave numbers of perturbation in two directions perpen-
dicular to the shear. The analysis in Miura & Pritch-
ett (1982) has shown, that Kelvin–Helmholtz instabil-
ity is completely suppressed for Ms > 2 or MA < 2.
We should stress, that these numbers are related to
∆U and not to the absolute value of velocity. How-
ever, it is important to notice that even though the sys-
tem may be strongly magnetized overall, in the regions
where reconnection occurs the local degree of magne-
tization decreases considerably, allowing the growth of
KH-unstable modes. Moreover, if the direction of the
perturbation propagation is perpendicular to the local
magnetic field, the stabilization effect of the magnetic
field is negligible.
3. METHODOLOGY AND MODELING
3.1. Numerical Simulations
In this work we analyze numerical simulations ob-
tained in studies on the statistics of the reconnection-
driven turbulence, presented in Kowal et al. (2017). The
simulations were done in a 3D domain with physical di-
mensions 1.0 × 4.0 × 1.0 using adaptive mesh with the
effective grid size h = 1/1024 (the same along each di-
rection), by solving the isothermal compressible mag-
netohydrodynamic equations using a high-order shock-
capturing Godunov-type code AMUN3. The magnitude
of the initial X-component of magnetic field was set to
1.0 with opposite signs above and below the XZ plane at
y = 0. A guide field, along the Z direction was also set
with a uniform value 0.1. Density was set to 1.0 in the
whole computational domain initially. The initial veloc-
ity perturbation with a random distribution of directions
and small amplitude was set in the region y ≤ 0.1. For
analysis here, we have selected models with sound speed
a = 1.0 (β = 2.0) only. For more details about the nu-
merical setup, boundary conditions and methods please
refer to Kowal et al. (2017). In all these models we did
not set explicit viscosity and resistivity. In addition, we
performed one numerical simulation of stochastic recon-
nection with sound speed a = 1.0 and finite viscosity ν
and resistivity η, both equal to 10−5, in order to control
better the effects of numerical diffusion. The additional
model was ran with the effective cell size h = 1/1024 up
to about t = 7.0.
3.2. Shear Detection in Vector Fields
3 The code is freely available at http://amuncode.org
In order to detect the locations of current sheet we
analyze a quantity which is correlated with the local
change of the polarization of magnetic field, or simply
magnetic shear. There are several techniques proposed
in the literature to determine locations where the re-
connection takes place. The most straightforward is the
amplitude of current density | ~J |. We can also use the
magnetic shear angle, i.e. the rotation of the magnetic
field vector across the current sheet, or the Partial Vari-
ance of Increments method (PVI) which measures the
variation of the magnetic field across the current sheet
(see Greco et al. 2008; Servidio et al. 2011). Similarly,
for the velocity shear, we can consider, for example,
the vorticity ~ω = ∇ × ~v as the shear detector. In this
work we analyze the local maximums of the euclidean
norm of the shear rate tensor Sij = ∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj/∂xi,
S = ‖Sij‖ ≡
√∑
ij S
2
ij , where xi, xj ∈ {x, y, z} and ~u
means either ~B or ~v, depending on the analyzed insta-
bility. Clearly, S = S(x, y, z) is a function of position.
Our algorithm to determine the local geometry of the
shear consists of the following steps:
1. At each domain point (x, y, z) (e.g. cell) we calcu-
late the 2nd order partial derivatives of S(x, y, z)
along each direction. If at least one of the direc-
tional derivatives is negative, the current position
is selected as belonging to the shear ridge.
2. At each selected ridge position we calculate the
Hessian of the analyzed shear detector S
HJij =
∂2S
∂xi∂xj
, (5)
where again xi, xj ∈ {x, y, z}, and solve its
eigenproblem. The minimum eigenvalue λmin =
min {λi}, if negative, gives the steepest decay of
the shear detector S and the corresponding eigen-
vector eˆn = eˆ(λmin) indicates the direction of this
decay. If the minimum eigenvalue is not negative,
the location is skipped.
3. The eigenvector eˆn is perpendicular to the shear
plane. In order to determine the direction of the
shear we use the fact that the vector of the curl of
the analyzed vector field (current density ~J for ~B
or vorticity ~ω for ~v), which can be easily obtained,
is perpendicular to eˆn. Therefore, the direction of
the sheared component eˆs is
eˆs = eˆn × wˆ, (6)
where wˆ = ~w/|~w| and ~w = ∇× ~u.
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4. Next, we perform the interpolation of all three
components of the analyzed vector field, ux, uy,
and uz along the vector eˆn within a distance of
several cell sizes (e.g., s = −20h, . . . , 20h, where
s is the distance in the units of cell size h), and
project the resulting vectors on the direction of
shear component eˆs
us(s) = eˆs · ~u(seˆn). (7)
We use a piecewise quintic Hermite interpolation
which preserves continuity of the first and second
derivatives (see, e.g., Dougherty et al. 1989).
5. At this point we perform fitting of a function
f(s) = ua tanh [(s− s0)/δ] + u0 to the obtained
profile us(s). The estimated value ua corresponds
to the amplitude of the sheared component of vec-
tor field and u0 is the uniform component across
the shear plane, but perpendicular to the guide
field.
6. Along the normal direction we can also project
other quantities, for example, in the case of the
tearing mode we estimate the transverse compo-
nent of magnetic field Bn(s) = eˆn · ~B(seˆn) or
Alfve´n speed vA(s) = eˆn · ~vA(seˆn). By averaging
them within the local current sheet, i.e. within
the interval s ∈ (−δ, δ) of the fitted function, we
can get the mean value of the transverse compo-
nent of magnetic field 〈Bn〉 and the Alfve´n speed
〈vA〉, which is necessary to estimate the specific
Lundquist number Sδ.
7. Finally, in order to estimate the length of the cur-
rent sheet, i.e. the longitudinal dimension of the
local sheet plane, we project the shear detector S
along the vector parallel to the reconnecting com-
ponent of magnetic field, S(s) = S(s eˆr), and an-
alyze the decay of S along s. We measure the
distance l between points where S drops to a half
of its central value treating l as the longitudinal
length of the current sheet.
The procedure described above allows us to estimate
the thickness δ and the longitudinal dimension l of
a shear region at its arbitrary position, to determine
the direction of the shear (e.g. the reconnecting com-
ponent in case of magnetic field) eˆs, and to estimate
other related to growth rate parameters, such as the
mean transverse and guide magnetic components, Bn
and Bg, respectively, the relative strength of the trans-
verse component ξ = Bn/Ba, the maximum current
density Jm = B
2
p/δ, or the specific Lundquist number
Sδ = vAδ/η, in the case of tearing mode, or the shear
strength ∆U and Alfve´n speed vA in the case of Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability.
In the left panel of Figure 1 we show a sketch of a shear
region (with arbitrary orientation) with vector field lines
of the opposite polarization (red and blue) with the lo-
cal reference frame used to project the field components
on three axes eˆs, eˆn, and eˆg, corresponding to shear,
transverse and guide components. For the case of mag-
netic shear, an extracted profiles of shear (reconnecting)
Bs(s), transverse Bn(s), and guide Bg(s) components
(blue, orange, and green respectively) along the direc-
tion normal to the current sheet are shown in the right
panel of Figure 1. This panel also shows the fitting of
the shear component (red dashed line) with estimated
parameters Ba, B0 and δ, which values are shown in the
title together with the estimated stabilizing parameter
ξ.
3.3. Extracted Parameters for Tearing Instability
The estimation of the growth rate of tearing mode in
fluid simulations is not trivial. First of all, it is necessary
to detect the locations of current sheets using, for exam-
ple, the algorithm presented in the previous subsection.
Once it is done, one have to estimate the length l and
thickness δ of the local sheet. Within the local sheet we
can estimate the strength of the transverse and recon-
necting components, Bn and B, respectively, in order to
determine ξ, and the specific Lundquist number Sδ. It
is especially difficult to characterize the local perturba-
tions. Usually we have a situation where several pertur-
bation waves of different amplitudes and travelling in
different directions are present in the analyzed region.
It is enough, however, to determine the limit on the
minimum wavelength kmin, which can be obtained from
the already estimated length of the current sheet, i.e.
kmin ≈ L/l. The maximum wavelength is determined
by the resolution of the simulation, kmax ≈ L/h.
3.4. Extracted Parameters for Kelvin–Helmholtz
Instability
The Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is analyzed in a sim-
ilar manner as the tearing mode. Here we determine the
positions of the velocity shear using the algorithm de-
scribe in this section. Once the shear region is detected,
its thickness δ and longitudinal dimension l are esti-
mated. These two parameters allow up to estimate the
permitted range of perturbation wave numbers. In order
to determine the growth rate of the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability in each detected region, we calculate the shear
velocity ∆U = vs(s0 + δ) − vs(s0 − δ) from the inter-
polated transverse component of velocity, where s0 and
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Figure 1. Left: Sketch of a shear region with the local reference frame indicating directions of the shear eˆs, transverse (normal)
eˆn, and guide components eˆg of the analyzed vector field (magnetic field ~B or velocity ~v). The length l of the shear region and
its thickness δ are determined along eˆs and eˆn axes, respectively. Right: Example profiles of the shear (reconnecting), transverse
and guide components of magnetic field (Bs, Bn, and Bg, respectively) projected on the direction normal to current sheet in
one of the selected points of the detected current sheet. The estimated parameters of the fitting of the reconnecting component
Bs(s) are shown in the title. The horizontal scale is in the units of the effective cell size h.
δ are obtained from the fitting of the function f(s) (see
step 5 in §3.2). Similarly to tearing mode, we estimate
the mean Alfve´n speed vA across the shear region. In
this way we build a vector of samples for the shear width
δ, the shear velocity ∆U , and the Alfve´n speed vA, nec-
essary to verify the stability conditions and estimate the
growth rate from Eq. 3 which statistics we analyze in the
next section.
4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
4.1. Tearing instability analysis
Before we estimate the growth rate of tearing mode
instability, we should analyze the properties of current
sheet in the system, which influence the growth rate.
From Eq. 1 we see, that the growth rate increases with
the decrease of the current sheet thickness δ and the
increase of the perturbation wavelength k. These two
quantities also determine the instability condition kδ <
1. Therefore, we will analyze them first.
In the left plot of Figure 2 we show the distribution of
current sheet thicknesses δ in all detected current sheet
cells in the model with sound speed a = 1.0 at times
t = 0.1, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, and 7.0. Two vertical lines corre-
spond to the effective cell size h = 1/2048 (left) and the
initial current sheet thickness δini = 3.16×10−3. We see
that at initial times two populations of the samples cor-
responding current sheet regions, the first one which is
dominating, where its thickness broadens to values sev-
eral times larger than the initial thickness δini, and the
second one characterized by very broad current sheets
with δ comparable to a fraction of the unit length L (see
the green line in Fig. 2 corresponding to t = 3.0). This
population of broad current sheets seems to be transient,
since at t = 5.0 (red line in Fig. 2) it is significantly
decreased. For t ≥ 5.0, the distributions are not charac-
terized by two populations anymore, and they shift to
much smaller values of δ, becoming at a fraction of the
detected current sheet samples comparable or below the
effective cell size h, indicating a sharp change of mag-
netic field orientation across the sheet (only two cells
to change the polarization of magnetic field lines) and
probably related to turbulent dynamics near the sheet
plane. On the other side, the number of current sheet
samples quickly decays with the value of δ, indicating
that thick current sheets are not too common in the
system anymore.
Respectively, in the right plot of Figure 2 we show
the evolution of distribution of the current sheet region
lengths for the same model at the same times. As ex-
pected, initially we have one current sheet plane, ex-
tended over the whole box. This is indicated by a sig-
nificant number of samples of l ≈ 1.0 at t = 0.1. How-
ever, we can also see, that a less significant population
of samples show lengths being a fraction of L. We would
interpret them as the points belonging to parts of the
current sheet already mostly deformed, since using our
analysis, we cannot determine if these points belong to
the same or separated current sheets. What is impor-
tant, that this population increases with time, as seen at
times t = 1.0 and 2.0 (orange and green curves, respec-
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Figure 2. Statistics of the current sheet thickness δ (left) and length l (right) for the model with sound speed a = 1.0 with
explicit resistivity η = 10−5 and effective cell size h = 1/2048 for different evolution moments, t = 0.1, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0 (blue,
orange, green, red, and purple, respectively). The right vertical dashed line (teal) shows the initial thickness of current sheet
δini = 3.16× 10−3, and the left line (grey) shows the effective grid size h.
tively). At later times, t > 3.0, nearly all points belong
to significantly shorted current sheet regions than ini-
tially, with values mostly spread between l = 10−2 and
10−1 at t = 7.0 (purple line).
Analyzing Figure 2 we can deduce, that tearing mode
should be a preferential instability at initial times, which
are characterized by relatively thin and extended current
sheets with δ ≈ 0.005 − 0.05 and k = 1/l ≈ 1 − 10 re-
sulting in instability condition kδ . 0.5 < 1. At later
times the thickness decreases to values δ ≈ 0.001− 0.1,
which should support development of the tearing mode,
however, the fragmentation or deformations of the cur-
rent sheet decrease significantly the length of the cur-
rent sheet regions increasing somewhat the condition kδ.
Nevertheless, we should remember, that initial pertur-
bations were imposed at very small scales k > 100, re-
sulting in a relatively inefficient development of tearing
mode during the first stage, reduced even more by initial
broadening of the current sheet thickness. At later times
the situation could improve, since the developed turbu-
lence generate fluctuations at larger scales and helps to
decrease the thickness of current sheet.
The analysis above did not respond clearly, if ini-
tially the turbulence can be generated by tearing mode.
At later times, the turbulence develops in regions
where current sheet is thinner, potentially increasing
the growth rate of the instability. At the same time,
however, it is possible that the same turbulence gen-
erates component of magnetic field normal to current
sheet, which, according to Equation 4, may suppress
the instability. In order to analyze the stabilizing ef-
fect of this component, we show the correlations be-
tween the normalized transverse component of mag-
netic field ξ = Bn/B and the specific Lundquist number
Sδ = vAδ/η in Figure 3 for two moments, t = 3.0
(left panel) and t = 7.0 (right panel). The red line,
corresponding to the relation ξ = S
−3/4
δ , divides the
plot into two regions: one below the line, where ξ has
negligible effect, and another above the line, where the
stabilization by ξ takes place and is significant. From
the distribution shown in the left panel we see, that
most of the detected cells are unstable at t = 3.0 with
values of Sδ concentrated slightly below the value of
103 and the stabilization parameter ξ spreading up to
value 10−2. A partial stabilization in the upper tail,
i.e. for ξ ≈ 10−2 − 10−1, already takes place. It has a
characteristic increase in the direction of larger values of
Sδ at ξ ≈ 10−1. This is probably due to the broadening
of the current sheet seen in the left panel of Figure 2.
The points above ξ = 1.0 are statistically insignificant.
At later time, t = 7.0, shown in the right panel of Fig-
ure 3, the situation is very different. The points of distri-
bution are spread toward lower values of Sδ, roughly be-
tween 101and103, and across many orders of magnitude
along the stabilization parameter ξ, nearly up to 102.
We see a significant concentration of detected samples
slightly above the red line dividing two stability regions.
The spread along the horizontal direction should be at-
tributed to the decrease of current sheet thicknesses due
to the action of turbulence, which is also responsible for
generating transverse component stabilizing tearing in-
stability. From the distributions shown we see that the
generation of ξ by turbulence cannot be ignored in any
analysis of the growth rate of tearing mode. If this ef-
fect does not completely stabilize the instability, it can
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Figure 3. Correlations between the ratio of the transverse component of magnetic field to the magnetic field amplitude within
the current density ξ = Bn/B against the Lundquist number Sδ = δ vA/η at two evolution moments t = 3.0 (left) and t = 7.0
(right). The red dashed line divide the unstable (below) and stable (above) regions.
at least significantly suppress its growth (see the second
term on the right hand side in Eq. 2).
An interesting question to ask is what is the princi-
pal direction of magnetic shear in the unstable cells at
different moment, considering the presence of a guide
field and weak initial perturbations. In Figure 4 we
show the angular distribution of the shear measure for
the unstable cells only at two moment, t = 3.0, and
7.0. We notice, that at t = 3.0 the shear direction is
still strongly concentrated along the X direction, with a
spread roughly from −20◦ to 20◦ in the azimuthal and
from −10◦ to 10◦ in the vertical direction, with some
very rare events reaching even higher altitudes. At the
final time, t = 7.0, we notice, that the distribution of
directions, even though still concentrated along the X
axis, but this time which much larger spread in both di-
rections, azimuthal and vertical. This indicates, that the
turbulence acting on the current sheet, can significantly
bend it, modifying its local topology.
4.2. Kelvin–Helmholtz instability analysis
Similarly to the tearing mode analysis, we first show in
Figure 5 evolution of distributions of the thickness and
length of the velocity shear regions applied in order to
analyze the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. The first in-
teresting observation from these plots is that there are
no detected velocity shear regions for times t = 0.1 and
1.0, or the shear strength was too weak, below the set
threshold value ∆Umin = 10
−4 set in the shear detec-
tion algorithm. These distributions are for all cells with
detected velocity shear, not only the unstable ones. At
t = 3.0 we already see a number of cell belonging to
a shear region of thicknesses between 2 × 10−3 and a
fraction of length unit, with a peak value shifting from
values below 10−2 for t = 3.0 to values larger than 10−2
at t = 7.0. Looking at the right panel of Figure 5 we see
that these shear regions spread in longitudinal dimen-
sion from several cells to the length unit, indicating a
generation of nearly global shear in the computational
domain. Transforming these lengths into wave number
indicates, that perturbations of any k, from k = 1 up
to nearly k ∼ 1000, may grow due to Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability, if appropriate conditions are fulfilled in the
local shear region. The peak value for the longitudinal
dimension of shear regions is about l ∼ 0.1, decreasing
slightly for later times, corresponding to wave number
of k ∼ 10.
The most important parameter in the development of
the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is the shear strength
∆U . In the left panel of Figure 6 we show the evolution
of distribution of ∆U for all cells where shear was de-
tected (dashed lines) and only for cells which are unsta-
ble, i.e. where ∆U > 2vA. We notice, that even though
shear is relatively common after t = 3.0, only the cell
with the strongest ∆U are in fact unstable. We see that
for these unstable cells the shear strength spreads be-
tween 10−2 to nearly 2.0, measured in Alfve´n speed vA.
At later times, the distribution peaks at values close to
vA. This plot clearly indicates, that strong shear can be
generated in such systems in relatively short time.
In the right panel of Figure 6 we verify prediction for
the compressible system by Miura & Pritchett (1982),
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Figure 4. Distribution of the magnetic shear direction in unstable cells for the same model and moments as shown in Fig. 3.
The horizontal angle corresponds to the azimuthal angle projected on the XZ plane with respect to the X axis. The vertical
angle is the angle between the shear direction and the XZ plane.
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Figure 5. Statistics of the velocity shear region thickness δ (left) and length l (right) for the same model as shown in Fig. 2 at
different evolution moments, t = 0.1, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0 (blue, orange, green, red, and purple, respectively). Solid lines represent
Kelvin–Helmholtz unstable cells only, which the dashed lines show distribution for all shear detected regions. The vertical
dashed line (grey) shows the effective grid size h.
that if sonic Mach number Ms > 2.0 or MA < 2.0 the
instability is stabilized. We show distribution of both
Mach numbers in the last snapshot of our simulation, at
t = 7.0. Clearly, all unstable cells, have sonic Mach num-
ber Ms < 2.0 and Alfve´nic Mach number MA > 2.0,
being in perfect agreement with the theoretical predic-
tion.
Similarly to tearing mode analysis, we show the dis-
tribution of shear direction, this time the velocity one
in Figure 7 for two moments of time, at t = 3.0 (left),
when the Kelvin–Helmholtz unstable cells appear, and
at the final moment t = 7.0 (right). We see that at
t = 3.0 the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is still insignifi-
cant, with only around 900 unstable cells detected. How-
ever, these unstable cells have relatively large angular
spread around the X direction. The velocity shear di-
rections are scattered over all angles in both directions,
azimuthal and vertical, although the statistically sig-
nificant part is within 20◦ from the X axis, elliptically
elongated in the azimuthal direction.
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Figure 6. Left: Evolution of the distribution of the velocity shear strength ∆U for different times. Dashed lines correspond
to all cells where shear was detected, while solid lines show only Kelvin–Helmholtz unstable cells. Right: Distribution of sonic
(blue) and Alfve´nic (grey) Mach numbers related to the velocity shear in Kelvin–Helmholtz unstable samples for model with
sound speed a = 1.0 at t = 7.0. The red dashed line corresponds to Mach number equal 2.0. As predicted by Miura & Pritchett
(1982), for all unstable cells Ms < 2 and MA > 2.
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Figure 7. Distribution of the velocity shear direction in unstable cells for the same model and moments as shown in Fig. 3.
The horizontal angle corresponds to the azimuthal angle projected on the XZ plane with respect to the X axis. The vertical
angle is the angle between the shear direction and the XZ plane.
4.3. Evolution of the Growth Rates: Tearing vs.
Kelvin–Helmholtz
Supported by the results from previous subsections,
showing analysis of the factor which are important for
development of both instabilities or suppress them, we
can now estimate the growth rate for both instabilities,
assuming the wave number k of perturbations. As we
already showed, the range of possible wave numbers k
for both instabilities can be estimated from distribu-
tions of the longitudinal dimension of shear regions l.
In case of both instabilities, the minimum wave number
kmin = 1 due to the size of the box. However, the esti-
mated maximum wave number kmax is slightly different
for both instabilities, with kmax ≈ 300 for tearing mode
and kmax ≈ 800, with peak values between k = 1 and
k = 100 for both. Therefore, the estimation of growth
rates was done for three assumed values of perturbation
wave number, k = 1, 10, and 100.
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Figure 8. Evolution of the growth rates for tearing model (left column) and Kelvin–Helmholtz (right column) at three
different time moments, t = 3.0, 5.0, and 7.0 (upper, middle, and lower rows, respectively) for three selected wave numbers of
perturbations, k = 1, 10, and 100 (grey, blue, and green histograms, respectively).
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In Figure 8 we show the estimated growth rate dis-
tributions for both instabilities. The statistics for tear-
ing mode and Kelvin–Helmholtz instability are shown in
the left and right column, respectively. Three different
time moments were chosen, t = 3.0, 5.0, and 7.0, shown
in the upper, middle, and lower rows, respectively. We
see, that at earlier times, the Kelvin–Helmholtz instabil-
ity is relatively negligible. The number of detected cells
is orders of magnitude lower comparing to the case of
tearing mode. However, even though the tearing mode
is widespread, its growth rates are very small, mean-
ing that it would need several Alfve´n times to develop,
considering that the initial perturbations have mostly
small scales. On the contrary, the Kelvin–Helmholtz in-
stability, even with insignificant filling factor at t = 3.0,
can develop in a fraction of Alfve´n time, since its es-
timated growth rates are much larger than the tearing
mode ones, as seen in the right upper panel of Figure 8.
At t = 5.0, the number of samples of Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability is comparable to the one of tear-
ing mode (see middle row of Fig. 8). The tearing mode
growth rates extend to higher values, roughly by order
of magnitude, comparing to earlier time shown, t = 3.0.
However, the Kelvin–Helmholtz growth rates extends
toward both, smaller and higher values, reaching values
of 104 for k = 100, three orders of magnitude higher
comparing to tearing mode.
For the final moment shown, t = 7.0, the distributions
of growth rates for both instabilities seem very similar
to the one shown for t = 5.0. Both instabilities have
slightly above 105 samples at peak values of distribu-
tions, however, the tearing mode peaks at growth rates
ωτA . 1, while the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability peaks
at ωτA  1. This indicates, that if any favorable ve-
locity shear is formed by turbulence, the instability can
grow nearly instantly.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Limitations of our approach
Our approach in analyzing tearing and Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities is robust, however, it has it
drawbacks, which should be pointed out. First of all,
in the presence of growing turbulent fluctuations, it is
nearly impossible to determine the characteristics of
the perturbations present in the analyzed local shear
region. In order to determine the growth rate precisely,
we would have to posses information about the wave
number and direction of each local perturbation. In or-
der to compensate the lack of these data, we assumed a
few typical wave numbers (k = 1, 10, 100), and assumed
direction which produce smallest growth rate (e.g., the
term ~k · ~B for Kelvin–Helmholtz case).
Our results are based on the statistics extracted from
the cell by cell analysis. We do not determine the indi-
vidual shear regions and analyze each region separately.
For example, in the case of tearing instability analysis,
we have one current sheet initially crossing the whole
computational box. Due to developing turbulence, this
current sheet is being deformed, and eventually frag-
mented into a number of current sheet regions, not nec-
essarily separated, but interlinked in a complex manner.
Therefore, our analysis should be understood in terms of
volume (or filling factor) rather, than individual struc-
tures. This should be kept in mind especially when in-
terpreting the statistics of longitudinal dimensions of the
shear regions.
Original derivation of the growth rate of the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability considered discontinuous velocity
shear (see Chandrasekhar 1961). As a result, the growth
rate depends linearly on the perturbation wave number.
Later, a number of works analyzed this instability tak-
ing into account a smooth transition of velocity within
the shear region, concluding the existence of the wave
number kmax for which the growth rate is maximum,
and which typically is related to the thickness of the re-
gion δ (see Ong & Roderick 1972; Walker 1981; Miura
& Pritchett 1982; Chen et al. 1997; Berlok & Pfrommer
2019). This maximum growth rate is usually a fraction
of the growth rate corresponding to the discontinuous
shear. Still, it is much larger than the growth rates
for tearing mode obtained in our analysis. They also
demonstrated stabilization of the instability for kδ  1.
In our models δ varies between 10−3 and 10−1, which
confirms that selected values of wave number k are rea-
sonable. Nevertheless, we aim to study the effects of
finite thickness of velocity shear region in the forthcom-
ing paper.
5.2. Turbulent reconnection as a dominant process
Suggested 20 years ago, the turbulent reconnection
model has gotten significant support both from sub-
sequent numerical (see Kowal et al. 2009, 2012, 2017;
Eyink et al. 2013; Oishi et al. 2015; Takamoto et al. 2015;
Beresnyak 2017; Takamoto 2018), theoretical (Eyink
et al. 2011; Eyink 2011, 2015; Lazarian et al. 2015, 2019),
as well as observational (see Ciaravella & Raymond
2008; Sych et al. 2009, 2015; Khabarova & Obridko 2012;
Lazarian et al. 2012; Santos-Lima et al. 2013; Lea˜o et al.
2013; Gonza´lez-Casanova et al. 2018) studies. At the
moment of its introduction the model was an alterna-
tive to the Hall-MHD models predicting Petschek X-
point geometry of reconnection point, i.e., very regular
type of reconnection. The later model required plasma
to be collisionless, which is in contrast to the turbu-
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lent one, which did not depend on any plasma micro-
physics and was applicable to both collisional and col-
lisionless media. It was later understood that the X-
point geometry is not tenable in realistic settings. In-
stead, the tearing reconnection (see Syrovatskii 1981;
Loureiro et al. 2007; Bhattacharjee et al. 2009) became
the main alternative scenario for the turbulent model.
So far 2-dimensional simulations demonstrated fast re-
connection for both MHD and kinetic regimes. Com-
pared to earlier Hall-MHD reconnection that necessar-
ily required collisionless plasma condition this was def-
initely an important improvement. The tearing recon-
nection shares many features with the turbulent one.
For instance, Hall-MHD reconnection required a partic-
ular set of boundary conditions that was difficult to pre-
serve in the realistic setting with the random external
perturbations, not needed for tearing case.
With two reconnection processes providing fast recon-
nection, it is important to understand the applicability
of each. It has been numerically demonstrated in Kowal
et al. (2009) that including additional microscopic effects
simulating enhanced plasma resistivity does not change
the turbulent reconnection rate. This agrees well with
the theoretical expectations in turbulent reconnection
(see LV99 and Eyink (2011)), in particular with the gen-
eralized Ohm’s law derived in Eyink (2015). As a result,
if media is already turbulent, one does not expect to see
effects of tearing reconnection. With the existing ob-
servational evidence about the turbulence of astrophys-
ical fluids this means that the turbulent reconnection is
dominant for most of the cases. For instance, we expect
the turbulent reconnection to govern violation of the
flux freezing in turbulent fluids. This results in recon-
nection diffusion that governs star formation (Lazarian
et al. 2012), induces the violations of the structure of the
heliospheric current sheet and the Parker spiral (Eyink
2015).
The numerical results on flux freezing violation that
follows from the LV99 theory cannot be possibly ex-
plained with the tearing reconnection. This clearly
demonstrates that there are situations when the turbu-
lent reconnection is at work, while tearing reconnection
is not expected.
The “pure” problem of self-driven turbulent reconnec-
tion was the focus of our study in Kowal et al. (2017).
There we showed that in the absence of the external tur-
bulence driving the turbulence develops in the reconnec-
tion region and this turbulence has the properties cor-
responding to the expectations of the MHD turbulence.
This was in contrast to Huang & Bhattacharjee (2016)
who claimed that turbulence produced in reconnection
regions is radically different from the Goldreich & Srid-
har (1995) one. The properties of turbulence are im-
portant, as the LV99 magnetic reconnection and closely
connected to it Richardson dispersion (Eyink et al. 2011)
are proven to work in conditions where no tearing in-
stability is expected. Therefore, if such type of turbu-
lence is present in the reconnection regions it is expected
to induce fast reconnection. The correspondence of the
reconnection rates in self-driven reconnection with the
expectations of the LV99 theory was demonstrated in
Lazarian et al. (2015), where the results of earlier simu-
lations, e.g. Beresnyak (2013), were analyzed.
The present paper is a step forward in understanding
the process of self-induced fast reconnection. Here we
explore the nature of turbulence driving in the reconnec-
tion region. If tearing mode is absolutely essential for
driving turbulence, one may still argue that the actual
reconnection is happening via tearing, while the turbu-
lence is playing only an auxiliary role for the process.
Our results, in fact, testify that the actual picture is
very different. The process of tearing mode plays in 3D
a role at the earliest stage of reconnection. As the sys-
tem evolves in time the outflows induced by the recon-
nection region become turbulent, with Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability playing the dominant role. As the reconnec-
tion grows, the region becomes more and more turbulent
with the tearing instability being overtaken or even sup-
pressed, not playing a role on the reconnection process
overall.
Our simulations are performed in the high beta plasma
regime and in such conditions the reconnection outflow
does not induce sufficient turbulence to trigger the self-
accelerating process of ”reconnection instability” (see
Lazarian & Vishniac 2009) though.
While the MHD simulations show a very different
picture for 2D and 3D self-driven reconnection, the
particles-in-cell (PIC) simulations tend to show similar
tearing patterns both in 3D and 2D. One possible expla-
nation is related to limitations of present-day PIC simu-
lation, given that these do not present enough particles
in the reconnection regions to result in developed turbu-
lence. Therefore, in such ”viscous” regime the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability is suppressed and cannot operate
and the only signatures that can be seen arise from the
tearing instability. In other words, the ”viscous” out-
flow does not feel the additional degrees of freedom that
would allow high Reynolds turbulent behavior to take
place. Nevertheless, the high resolution PIC simula-
tions presented by Hui Li in a reconnection review by
Lazarian et al. (2019) show the signatures of developing
turbulence, e.g., the Richardson dispersion of magnetic
field lines was reported. Therefore, we expect that the
results we now obtained with MHD modelling can be
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also obtained/confirmed with very high particle number
PIC simulations.
There is, however, another puzzle that is presented by
the comparison of the 3D kinetic and MHD simulations.
The kinetic simulations show higher reconnection rates
and it is important to understand whether these differ-
ences persist for reconnection at all scales or they are
just a transient feature of reconnection processes taking
place for small-scale reconnection. This issue was re-
cently addressed in Beresnyak (2018) using Hall-MHD
code. The results there testify that the reconnection
rates for self-driven 3D turbulent reconnection obtained
with Hall-MHD gradually converge to the results ob-
tained for the 3D MHD self-driven reconnection. This
is what one expects from the theory (see LV99; Eyink
et al. 2011; Eyink 2015). Nevertheless, in terms of our
present study the convergence of the results obtained
with MHD and Hall-MHD code testify that the results
in the present paper will not change in the presence of
additional plasma effects.
Our confirmation of the predictions of turbulent re-
connection theory formulated in the LV99, and subse-
quent theoretical studies, also has bearing on the ongo-
ing discussion of the so called ”reconnection-mediated
turbulence” idea presented in a number of theoretical
papers (see Loureiro & Boldyrev 2017a,b; Boldyrev &
Loureiro 2017, 2018; Walker et al. 2018; Mallet et al.
2017b,a; Comisso et al. 2018; Vech et al. 2018). For suf-
ficiently large Reynolds numbers, due to both the pro-
cess of ”dynamical alignment” and the effect of magnetic
fluctuations getting more anisotropic with the decrease
of the scale, the current sheets prone to tearing insta-
bility can develop. Such changes of the turbulence at
the scale λc in the vicinity of the dissipation scale do
not change the nature of turbulent cascade, which lies
on scales of the inertial range λc. Our study is there-
fore suggestive that if reconnection takes place at small
scales, comparable to λc , it will also be turbulent as
demonstrated by our simulations. However, since recon-
nection does not happen at the larger eddies scales it is
preferred to refer this hypothetical regime as ”tearing-
mediated turbulence” instead. The objective reality is,
however, that in the reconnection community histori-
cally only bursts of reconnection was considered.
5.3. Our advance of the field
One of the most important results of the work on
reconnection-driven turbulence is the reassurance of
self-generation of turbulence in reconnection events.
The other is that this turbulence follows standard Kol-
mogorov and Goldreich–Sridhar statistics. However,
a still open issue is related to the driving mechanism
of the observed turbulent motions. What drives the
turbulence in reconnection events? The literature has
suggested, without any quantitative proof, that tearing
modes, plasmoid instabilities, and shear-induced insta-
bilities could mediate the energy transfer from coherent
to turbulent flows.
In our numerical experiments we do not identify tear-
ing modes, although filamentary plasmoid-like struc-
tures are present. The filling factor of these are, how-
ever, visually recognized as very small. Sheared flows,
on the other hand, are present around and within the
whole current sheet. As the field lines reconnect, the
~v × ~B + ~E force increases, accelerating the plasma and
creating the current sheet. This process is, in three di-
mensions, patchy and bursty. Therefore, the accelerated
flows are strongly sheared. The statistical importance
of these bursty flows is large, as we compared the veloc-
ity anisotropy of reconnecting events to that of decaying
turbulence without the reversed field. Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability due to the sheared velocities in reconnecting
layers has already been conjectured as possible origin of
turbulence by Beresnyak (2017). In the previous work,
we therefore provided real evidence for the self-generated
turbulence driven by the velocity shear. Here we have
performed a proper analysis of the growth-rates of such
instabilities.
Another consequence of the mechanism responsible
for turbulence self-generation is on the statistics of per-
turbations. Velocity shear is a global process that oc-
curs in regular magnetized and unmagnetized fluids.
The nonlinear evolution of related instabilities, such as
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, is known to be one of the
main contributors to the energy transfer rate between
wave modes, i.e., the energy cascade. If the energy
cascade in reconnection layers is led by similar mecha-
nisms, it is straightforward to understand why the statis-
tics observed resemble those of Kolmogorov-like tur-
bulence, and Goldreich–Sridhar anisotropy scaling. In
other words, our claim is that the turbulent onset and
cascade in reconnection is not different to those found
in regular MHD and hydrodynamic systems.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we analyzed two MHD instabilities: tear-
ing mode and Kelvin–Helmholtz, which are candidates
for processes responsible for turbulence generation in
spontaneous reconnection, e.g. the reconnection with-
out externally imposed turbulent driving. The gener-
ated turbulence is due to the initially imposed weak
noise present in the vicinity of the Harris current sheet.
We analyzed factors important for growth of both insta-
bilities, but also those which suppress them. The anal-
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ysis presented in this work has shown important results
which can be synthesized in the following:
• The region of current sheet with the presence of
initial noise develops into a region with conditions
favorable for development of MHD instabilities,
such as tearing mode or Kelvin–Helmholtz insta-
bility. Although the tearing instability is natural
for thin elongated current sheets, the conditions
for Kelvin–Helmholtz instability have never been
verified before in systems with stochastic recon-
nection.
• Evolution of stochastic reconnecting provides to
formation of shear regions, both magnetic and ve-
locity, with broad range of thicknesses and lon-
gitudinal dimensions. We estimated, that the
maximum perturbation wave number is smaller
for tearing mode compared to Kelvin–Helmholtz.
Since the growth rate is proportional to k, it in-
creases quicker for the later.
• Tearing instability is expected to develop at earlier
stages, while, once a sufficient amplitude of turbu-
lence is generated near the current sheet, it can be
suppressed due to the presence of the transverse
component of magnetic field Bn. As shown in So-
mov & Verneta (1993), for ξ = Bn/B > S
−3/4
δ
this instability is suppressed. We demonstrate
that in our models ξ can be sufficiently large to
shut the instability down in most of the simulated
volume. Still, taking into account the contribu-
tion of transverse component Bn, the instability
can develop with dynamical time shorter than the
Alfve´nic time tA under favorable circumstances.
• Due to misalignment of the outflows from neigh-
boring reconnection events, they can generate
enough sheared flows to induce Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability. The Mach numbers calculated with
respect to the shear velocity ∆U satisfy neces-
sary conditions for the instability to develop. Our
analysis indicates the presence of sheared regions
with broad range of amplitudes, 10−2 ≤ ∆U ≤ 1,
and thicknesses, 10−3 ≤ δ ≤ 0.5. The estimated
growth rates ωτA, larger than 10
2 for k ≥ 10, sug-
gest the growth of Kelvin–Helmholtz instability
(within the dynamical time) much shorter than
the Alfve´nic time tA itself.
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